Introduction
============

Genome editing has successfully created cell lines and animal models for biological and disease studies, and promises to enjoy a wide range of therapeutic applications.^[@bib1]^ In particular, engineered nucleases creating DNA double-strand breaks or single-strand breaks ("nicks") at specific genomic sequences greatly enhance the rate of genomic manipulation. Double-strand breaks repaired by the cellular non-homologous end joining pathway often induce insertions, deletions, and mutations, which are effective for gene disruptions and knockouts. Alternatively, when a donor DNA is supplied, double-strand breaks and DNA nicks can be repaired through homologous recombination, which incorporates the donor DNA and results in precise modification of the genomic sequence. Regardless of the DNA repair pathway, it is important to minimize off-target cleavage in order to reduce the detrimental effects of mutations and chromosomal rearrangements. Although zinc finger nucleases and TAL effector nucleases have the potential to enjoy a wide range of applications, they were found to cleave at off-target sites at detectible rates.^[@bib2],[@bib3],[@bib4],[@bib5],[@bib6]^

Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR), the bacterial defense system using RNA-guided DNA cleaving enzymes,^[@bib7],[@bib8],[@bib9],[@bib10],[@bib11],[@bib12],[@bib13]^ is an exciting alternative to zinc finger nucleases and TAL effector nucleases due to the ease of directing the CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins (such as Cas9) to multiple gene targets by providing guide RNA sequences complementary to the target sites.^[@bib14],[@bib15]^ Target sites for CRISPR/Cas9 systems can be found near most genomic loci; the only requirement is that the target sequence, matching the guide strand RNA, is followed by a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequence.^[@bib16],[@bib17],[@bib18]^ For *Streptococcus pyogenes* (Sp) Cas9, this is any nucleotide followed by a pair of guanines (marked as NGG). Studies on CRISPR/Cas9 systems suggested the possibility of high off-target activity due to nonspecific hybridization of the guide strand to DNA sequences with base pair mismatches at positions distal from the PAM region.^[@bib15],[@bib19],[@bib20],[@bib21]^ For CRISPR/Cas9 systems, recent studies have confirmed levels of off-target cleavage comparable with the on-target rates,^[@bib22],[@bib23],[@bib24],[@bib25]^ even with multiple mismatches to the guide strand in the region close to the PAM. It has been revealed that RNA guide strands containing insertions or deletions in addition to base mismatches can result in cleavage and mutagenesis at genomic target site with levels similar to that of the original guide strand.^[@bib26]^ To our knowledge, these studies provided the first experimental evidence that genomic sites could be cleaved when the DNA sequences contain insertions or deletions compared with the CRISPR guide strand. These results have clearly demonstrated the need to identify potential off-target sites when choosing guide strand designs and examine off-target effects experimentally when using CRISPR/Cas systems in cells and/or animals.

Herein, the term "insertion" is used when the endogenous DNA sequence has one or more extra bases compared with the sequence of the guide strand (a DNA bulge). Similarly, the term "deletion" is used when the DNA sequence has one or more missing bases compared with the guide strand (a RNA bulge). The term "indels" indicates either insertions or deletions. Although insertions and deletions may be viewed as mismatches, we use the term "mismatch" exclusively for base-pair mismatch when the guide strand and the potential off-target sequence have the same length, but differ in base composition.

A number of CRISPR tools have been developed, including Cas Online Designer,^[@bib23]^ ZiFit,^[@bib27]^ CRISPR Tools,^[@bib23]^ and Cas OFFinder,^[@bib28]^ for different functions.^[@bib23],[@bib28],[@bib29],[@bib30],[@bib31],[@bib32],[@bib33]^ However, none of these bioinformatics search tools has considered the off-target sites due to insertions or deletions between target DNA and guide RNA sequences, nor provide application-specific primers. As revealed by our recent experimental study, off-target cleavage could be detected in cells with 15 different insertions and deletions between the guide strand and genomic sequence, sometimes at rates higher than that of the perfectly matched guide strand.^[@bib26]^ Therefore, it is important to have a bioinformatics tool to identify potential off-target sites that have insertions and/or deletions between the RNA guide strand and genomic sequences, in addition to base-pair mismatches. To address this unmet need, we have developed a bioinformatics-based tool, COSMID (CRISPR Off-target Sites with Mismatches, Insertions, and Deletions), to search genomes for potential CRISPR off-target sites (<http://crispr.bme.gatech.edu>). COSMID ranks the potential off-target sites based on the number and location of mismatches, allowing the selection of better target sites and/or experimental confirmation of off-target sites using the primers provided. Therefore, the COSMID off-target search tool may significantly aid the design and optimization of CRISPR guide strands by selecting the optimal target sites with minimum Cas-induced off-target cleavage and by facilitating the experimental confirmation of off-target activity.

Results
=======

COSMID search algorithm
-----------------------

The COSMID algorithm is based on sequence homology; it searches a genome of interest for sites similar to CRISPR guide strands using the efficient FetchGWI search program that has powered search tools including TagScan^[@bib34]^ and ZFN-site.^[@bib35]^ FetchGWI operates on indexed genome sequences that are precompiled and stored (**Supplementary Figure S1**). It can identify genomic locations with sequences that match any of the series of search entries. FetchGWI saves run time by searching indexed files that represent the genome sequences, rather than the sequences themselves. There is one index entry for each nucleotide in the genome, which allows a rapid and exhaustive search. This is a key advantage of COSMID over BLAST and other programs that scan nonoverlapping words and may miss potential off-target sites.^[@bib35]^ COSMID currently allows searching the human, mouse, *Caenorhabditis elegans*, and rhesus macaque genomes. Other genomes will be added upon request.

COSMID search web interface
---------------------------

COSMID is an easy-to-use CRISPR off-target search tool with a web interface that allows directed and exhaustive genomic searches to identify potential off-target sites for guide strand choice or experimental validation. To perform a search, a user chooses the genome of interest from the list, and enters the guide strand and PAM sequences (**[Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). By clicking the appropriate selection buttons, a user can choose to include (i) ≤2 base mismatches with an insertion and/or deletion, or (ii) ≤3 base mismatches without any indels (**[Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). The user has the option to have primers as part of the output. Primers are designed by COSMID that are optimized to the specified criteria or to the defaults given for particular applications (**[Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). COSMID exhaustively scans the genome based on these input parameters (**[Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**), allowing consideration of mismatches, insertions, and/or deletions (**[Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**, **Supplementary Figure S1**). COSMID outputs a ranked list of perfectly matched (on-target site and possibly other sites) and partially matched (potential off-target) sites in the genome, their ranking score, along with reference sequences and primer designs that can be used for sequencing and/or mutation detection assays (**[Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). Each line of the output file describes one genomic locus matching the search criteria. A locus may appear on multiple lines if it can be modeled and found in multiple ways. Each hit is appropriately aligned to the query shown in the "Result" box (**[Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). DNA bases corresponding to mismatches and indels are shown in red in the query line. Similarly, ambiguity codes, such as N, are shown in red in the query line to identify the matching genomic bases. To the right of the "Result" box are boxes with the query type, number of mismatches, chromosomal position, score, primers, and other features. The web page showing COSMID output also includes links to test each primer pair and to reformat the output file as text or in a spreadsheet. The spreadsheet output allows thorough evaluation of the number and scores of the low-scoring sites that are predicted to be more likely off-target sites, which may provide important guidelines when evaluating and choosing guide strands and/or testing for true cleavage events using DNA samples from cells after CRISPR/Cas treatment.

Validation of COSMID searches for putative off-target cleavage sites
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To validate COSMID predictions, mutation detection assays were performed to determine if off-target cleavage occurred at putative off-target sites identified by COSMID. A search for the guide strand R-01 (GTGAACGTGGATGAAGTTGG), which targets the human beta-globin gene^[@bib24]^ gave 1,040 potential off-target sites in the human genome when allowing for up to three mismatches without any indels, and up to two mismatches with a one-base deletion or one-base insertion, adjacent to a NRG PAM (**[Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). Using primers as part of COSMID output, mutation detection assays were performed based on PCR amplification of the genomic loci^[@bib36]^ after transfecting K-562 cells with a plasmid expressing Cas9 and guide strand R-01. A range of potential off-target sites without indels were studied in order to compare COSMID with other available bioinformatics tools. Of the 10 off-target sites tested, 8 sites, all with two mismatches, had off-target mutagenesis that could be detected by the T7EI mutation detection assay (**[Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**, **Supplementary Table S1**), including an off-target site with higher activity than the on-target cleavage rate (44% versus 35%, **[Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**). Similar to previous results obtained by us and others, the level of off-target activity was generally diminished at sites with mismatches closer to the PAM.^[@bib19],[@bib20],[@bib21],[@bib22],[@bib23],[@bib24]^ Five different genomic sites with identical sequences, containing two mismatches respectively 14 and 19 bases from the PAM, had cleavage activities ranging from below the detection limit to 44%. The 10 sites chosen also contained two pairs of duplicated sites that had different mutation rates (13% versus 3%, and 7% versus below detection). The large variation in mutation rates at identical sequences, but different genomic regions may be due to the difference in gRNA/Cas9 accessibility and/or binding affinity at different genomic loci. This exemplifies the role genomic context can play in Cas9-induced cleavage and the difficulty in ranking off-target sites solely based on target sequences. **[Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}** lists these eight experimentally validated off-target sites in decreasing order of mutation rate (%), their ranking by COSMID, as well as that by other on-line CRISPR tools. In **[Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**, a particular site is shown as a grey box if not found by a tool (*e.g.*, R01_OT1 under "Cas OFFinder"). We further compared COSMID with other web tools for their ability to identify off-target sites that contain an extra bases (DNA bulge) or a missed base (RNA bulge) relative to the complementary genomic DNA sequence^[@bib26]^ (**[Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**). The off-target sites in **[Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}** can also be modeled as sites with four mismatches or noncanonical PAMs compared with the on-target site, though it is less likely that binding of Cas9 would occur without an NGG or NAG PAM. When an extra base is present in the genomic sequence, next to one or more of the same nucleotide, the DNA bulge may occur in multiple locations, such as in the off-target site R30_Ins9 where the additional G in the genomic sequence might be the first, second, or third of the three adjacent Gs, at locations 2, 3, or 4 nucleotides from the PAM (**Supplementary Table S2**). In addition to being modeled as having one insertion with two mismatches, this off-target site can be modeled as having three mismatches with a shift in the PAM from NGG to NAG. Further, the off-target site R01_Ins1 may be modeled as having a NAG PAM. Without a bulge, R30_Ins14 would need to have the unlikely GTA PAM, so it remains unclear how it was modeled by Cas Online Designer. Each site in **[Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**,**[d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}** is marked "yes" when found by COSMID (first column) or other search method; if any of the confirmed off-target site could not be identified by a search tool, it is shown as a grey box with a dash. Specifically, of the six off-target sites identified by COSMID (and previously sequence confirmed),^[@bib26]^ Cas Online Designer, ZiFit, and CRISPR tools each only found two, and Cas OFFinder only found one. **[Figure 2d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}** lists the sequence confirmed, off-target sites containing DNA or RNA bulges that could not be represented by other means. Each was identified by COSMID, but not by these search tools.

COSMID has better ability in identifying off-target sites with indels
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Although a number of bioinformatics programs can be used for CRISPR designs, COSMID is unique in that it provides exhaustive genomic searches for off-target sites due to mismatches, deletions, and insertions, as well as providing primers for experimental validation of predicted off-target sites. The results shown in **[Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**--**[d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}** give examples of validated off-target sites identified by COSMID but not found by other search tools, including Cas Online Designer,^[@bib23]^ ZiFit,^[@bib27]^ CRISPR Tools,^[@bib23]^ and Cas OFFinder,^[@bib28]^ which have different functions, such as determining CRISPR guide sequences,^[@bib30],[@bib31],[@bib32],[@bib37]^ scanning a genome for possible target sites, and comparing the potential off-target sites.^[@bib23],[@bib33],[@bib38]^ In addition to providing optimized primer designs for sequencing and mutation detection for confirming putative off-target sites, COSMID also provides the reference sequence to facilitate sequencing. To illustrate, we compared the search results for two guide strands with validated activity and known off-target cleavage, including the guide strand R-01 that targets the human HBB gene, and the guide strand R-30 (GTAGAGCGGAGGCAGGAGC) that targets the human HIV co-receptor CCR5 gene.^[@bib24],[@bib26]^ When the results of COSMID searches were compared with the output given by other existing search tools, we found that, when off-target sites contain insertions or deletions in addition to mismatches, only COSMID searches could identify all of the 10 sequence-validated off-target sites (**[Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**,**[d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}** and **Supplementary Table S1**). Note that the deletion contained in off-target sites R-01_Del1 or R-30_Del1 (**[Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**) could be modeled as four mismatches, and the insertion in off-target sites R-01_Ins1, R-30_Ins9, or R-30_Ins14 (**[Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**) could be modeled as having alternative PAMs. These alternative interpretations of the insertions and deletions for the sites shown in **[Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}** explain why some existing bioinformatics tools such as Cas Online Designer, ZiFit, CRISPR Tools, and Cas OFFinder could still identify some of the off-sites listed in **[Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**, although these tools do not allow insertions or deletions to be considered in the searches. Since the insertions or deletions in off-target sites R-30_Del10, R-30_Ins4, R-30_Ins7, R-30_Ins8, R-30_Ins10 (**[Figure 2d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**) could not be modeled as either mismatches or having alternative PAM, they were not found by these tools.

Extensive searches for *HBB*-targeted (R-01) and *CCR5*-targeted (R-30) guide strands
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to off-target sites of the same length as the guide strand but with mismatches, many similar sites exist in a genome with insertions (DNA bulges) and deletions (RNA bulges). As revealed recently, Cas9 can tolerate DNA and RNA bulges and induce cleavage at genomic loci with high rates, sometimes even higher than the target site.^[@bib26]^ To further demonstrate the capabilities of COSMID, the guide strands R-01 and R-30 (refs. [@bib24],[@bib26]) were extensively analyzed using COSMID to search the human genome for sites similar to the R-01 or R-30 guide strands, having (i) up to three mismatches with no indels, (ii) up to two mismatches with a single-base insertion, and (iii) up to two mismatches with a single-base deletion. Since matching a guide strand\'s initial G is not essential, it was omitted in these searches. The off-target sites with a mismatched A at this position (OT1 and OT2) happened to have higher mutation rates than the three sites with a matching G (OT3--5) (**[Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**). The outputs provided many possible off-target sites, including those with insertions or deletions (**Supplementary Files S1--S4**). The number of putative genomic off-target sites output by COSMID increased drastically when indels were allowed in the search. For example, allowing one-base insertions together with two mismatches increased the number of genomic sites adjacent to a NAG or NGG PAM \~3 and \~7 times for R-01 and R-30 respectively compared with those without indels and two mismatches (166 versus 49 for R-01 and 224 versus 34 for R-30, **[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}**). When one-base deletions are allowed together with two mismatches, the number of genomic sites identified is even higher, \~18 and \~26 times higher for R-01 and R-30 respectively compared with those without indels (883 sites for R-01 and 883 sites for R-30) (**[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}**). With one-base insertion or one-base deletion in addition to base mismatches, the number of unique loci found was greatly increased compared with the corresponding number without indels. For example, when a one-base deletion was allowed in addition to ≤2 mismatches, the unique off-target loci found by COSMID is 333 for R-01 and 761 for R-30 (**[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}**).

When allowing (i) up to three mismatches with no indels, or (ii) up to two mismatches with a one-base insertion, or (iii) up to two mismatches with a one-base deletion, COSMID searches of off-target sites for guide strands R-01 and R-30 with NRG PAM located 1,040 unique putative off-target sites for R-01 and 1,218 for R-30 (see the sorted tab in **Supplementary Files S2 and S4**). There were many identical sites located by multiple query types (examples shown in **Supplementary Figure S2**). The results varied between the two guide strands R-01 and R-30 (each targets a coding sequence), as can be expected in a nonrandom genome (**Supplementary Figure S3**). Specifically, we found that R-01 had a markedly larger number of matching sites with no indels. Of note was a particular 3-mismatch hit in 69 sites (**Supplementary Files S1 and S2**).

Run times
---------

COSMID uses the TagScan algorithm to minimize run times while still performing exhaustive genome searches.^[@bib34]^ With the primer design option off, the run times averaged 4 seconds for the guide strands without indels (**[Figure 1e](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). Run times were determined by inputting the guide strands to search the human genome, choosing either NGG or NRG for the PAM, and if insertions or deletions were allowed. Clearly, allowing insertions or deletions in addition to mismatches increases run time. For example, when searching with a 19-nt guide strand and an NRG PAM, and including two mismatches with either an insertion or an deletion resulted in run times averaging 42 seconds for R-01 and 36 seconds for R-30. The run times for the search with three mismatches without insertions or deletions were similar. We found that including primer design increased the run times proportional to the number of primer sets and reference sequences returned.

Discussion
==========

Identifying off-target cleavage by CRISPR/Cas9 systems in a genome of interest is important, especially in treating human disease and creating model organisms, as CRISPR off-target cleavage^[@bib22],[@bib23]^ can result in mutations, deletions, inversions, and translocations,^[@bib24],[@bib39]^ inducing detrimental biological consequences and potentially causing disease. However, accurate and complete genome-wide analysis of off-target efforts is a daunting task, since unbiased sequencing of a full genome to determine off-target activity is very costly, and many nuclease-treated clones would have to be sequenced. Therefore, having a bioinformatics-based tool to predict and rank potential off-target cleavage sites can greatly aid the off-target analysis, and provide valuable guidance for guide strand designs. In particular, it is important to perform extensive bioinformatics searches for potential off-target sites that contain base mismatches, insertions, and deletions compared with the intended CRISPR target site.

As a novel CRISPR off-target search tool, COSMID can quickly and exhaustively search a genome for DNA sequences that partially match the target sequence of the guide strand, but contain insertions or deletions in addition to base mismatches. As shown in **[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}**, a large number of potential off-target sites would be missed using search tools that only consider base mismatches, but not insertions or deletions. COSMID outputs potential off-target sites ("hits") corresponding to allowed mismatches and indels, the PAM sequence and the chromosomal location of the hits. COSMID also outputs primer designs for experimental validation of the off-target sites. Further processing of the COSMID results from the output spreadsheets extends COSMIDs utility to different CRISPR/Cas platforms, including the use of Cas9 nickase pairs,^[@bib40]^ Cas9/FokI fusion,^[@bib41],[@bib42]^ and multiplexed targeting^[@bib15]^ by searching for multiple (sometimes paired) sites within a user-input chromosomal proximity (instructions and example in **Supplementary File S5**). In addition to aiding the design of CRISPR/Cas systems for DNA cleavage, COSMID can be used to identify potential off-target sites of CRISPR activators, repressors, or other effector domains.^[@bib43]^

The potential off-target sites given in the COSMID output can be tested experimentally using mutation detection assays^[@bib36]^ or deep sequencing with genomic DNA harvested from cells treated by CRISPR/Cas. Mutation detection assays, including Surveyor and T7EI, are very commonly used to measure on- and off-target cleavage and mutagenesis.^[@bib36]^ COSMID facilitates these assays by automatically designing primers to enable facile gel separation of the uncleaved and cleavage bands. The output also includes the genomic reference sequence for comparison to the sequencing results.

COSMID scores the potential off-target sites based on the number and location of base mismatches, allowing ranking of the more likely off-target sites. Due to limited experimental results, quantitatively considering the effect on off-target rates for sites with insertions or deletions, including their number, location, and combinations, is not possible at this point. Therefore, the scoring and ranking system in COSMID will continue to be refined as additional experimental results become available, which may suggest weighting for the effect of insertions or deletions in combination with base mismatches.

Bioinformatics based ranking of CRISPR/Cas off-target sites may be hindered by the effects of genomic context and DNA modifications. Identical genomic sites and duplicated sites may have dramatic differences in off-target activity (**[Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**). The indel rate at off-target site R-01_OT2 was 44%, though other loci with the same complementary sequence have much less, or no activity, possibly due to nuclease blocking. The high level of variability of Cas9 cleavage at identical sites makes quantitative prediction and accurate ranking difficult, as the ranking may only indicate the possible effects with open context. Further experimental studies and modeling are therefore needed to incorporate the effects of chromatin condensation, DNA availability and other factors in the COSMID search algorithm.

Materials and Methods
=====================

*COSMID search inputs.* To perform a COSMID search, the genome of interest, guide strand, PAM sequence, and the number of base mismatches, insertions, and deletions allowed are specified (**[Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**, **Supplementary Figure S1**). Three types of indel query are allowed: (i) the number of mismatches with no insertion or deletion (No indels); (ii) the number of mismatches in addition to a single-base deletion (Del); and (iii) the number of mismatches in addition to a single-base insertion (Ins). Up to three mismatches without indels, and up to two mismatches together with a one-base insertion or deletion could be chosen. If primers are desired, primer design parameter settings and parameter templates should also be entered (**[Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). PAM variants, such as NRG can be entered in the suffix box, as well as other PAM sequences.^[@bib44]^ The spacer (Ns) and required nucleotides are entered into the suffix box, such as "NNNNGATT",^[@bib45]^ and include genomic sites with any nucleotide at the N positions in the output. Before performing the search, COSMID constructs a series of search entries according to the user-specified guide strand and search criteria (**[Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). The search entries include all insertions and deletions at each possible location (**[Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**), and are subsequently used to perform rapid and accurate searches of the entire sequence of the interested genome, while allowing for the user-specified number of mismatches. These searches took \~4 seconds without primer design (**[Figure 1e](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**).

Although multi-base deletions (RNA bulges) and insertions (DNA bulges) could be tolerated,^[@bib26]^ they are less common, and search for a wide range of insertions and deletions will likely result in a very large number of returned sites. Therefore, COSMID only allows searches for single-base insertions and deletions in the DNA sequence compared with the guide strand (**[Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). For the potential off-target sites, the search algorithm allows some ambiguities (such as N for any nucleotide). Ambiguities included in the search string are marked in red in the HTML results (as are mismatches and indels), but are not counted toward the user-specified mismatch limits. The use of ambiguities allows the inclusion of the matching genomic base with the output sequences. One possibility is to include an "N" in positions that can have substitutions, such as the first base in a guide strand that is often a G primarily to aid in transcription, but does not need to match the complementary target sequence.^[@bib23],[@bib24],[@bib46]^ One can leave off this base when performing a search, or include a 5′ N in the search string, which allows COSMID to output and align to the "N," the corresponding 5′ bases at each locus.

*COSMID search outputs.* COSMID outputs all genomic sequences that match the user-supplied search criteria in comparison with the entered guide strand. The first column of the HTML output shows the genomic sequence ("hit") aligned to the query sequence with matches shown in black. Nucleotides that are not a direct match are colored red, including mismatches, insertions, and deletions (**[Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). Ambiguities in the query sequence, such as the N in the PAM sequence NGG, are also shown in red, though they do not count as mismatches. The second column lists the query type, including (i) no deletion or insertion (No indel), (ii) deletions (Del), or (iii) insertions (Ins). This column indicates if there are insertions or deletions, and specifies the indel positions as the number of nucleotides away from the PAM. The third column lists the number of mismatched bases between the query and target sequences. When two repeated bases appear in the guide strand, a deletion of either one of them in the target sequence gives the same query sequence, so the ambiguity is noted in the query column. The fourth column indicates if the PAM in the hit ends in RG, as NGG is the Cas9 PAM with the highest activity, followed by NAG.^[@bib23]^ This column helps in ruling out genomic sites with unlikely PAMs. This function must be added to the excel spreadsheet for other PAMs. The fifth, sixth, and seventh columns contain respectively the chromosomal location of the matching sequence, its strand and the chromosomal location of the cleavage site. The predicted cleavage position is based on the fact that Cas9 primarily cleaves both DNA strands three nucleotides from the PAM.^[@bib14]^ The HTML links included in the COSMID output are directed to the chromosomal sites in the UCSC genome browser. This allows determination of the gene that best matches the target sequence and if the target site is in an exon, intron, or other region. This information is helpful as mutations may be better tolerated in regions that are noncoding and nonfunctional.

The output is grouped by query types, including (i) genomic sites with base mismatches, but no insertions or deletions (No indels), (ii) sites with deletions (Del), and (iii) sites with insertions (Ins) between the query and potential off-target sites (**[Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}**). Within each category, sites with mismatches further from the PAM are listed first, which are more likely to result in off-target cleavage.^[@bib22],[@bib23],[@bib24]^ The same genomic location may satisfy two or more search criteria, such as those sites that satisfy the mismatched base limit without and with an insertion or deletion. For example, mismatches at the base farthest from the PAM and deletions of this base will give the same set of genomic locations. This can also occur when the guide strand contains consecutively repeated bases. Since genomic locations can be specified through multiple criteria (examples shown in **Supplementary Figure S2**), they are listed in each of the corresponding groupings to aid further evaluation and scoring. Duplicate sites can be removed in the spreadsheet, as described below.

COSMID also outputs the potential off-target sites identified in a spreadsheet to allow for further processing, such as sorting by attributes or adding weight matrixes to rank the most likely off-target sites. The accumulation of additional experiments on CRISPR off-target activity will allow creation of a more predictive scoring system. It is thought that mutations in the PAM are least well tolerated followed by sites closest to the PAM; however, little is known about how the guide strand sequence influences these effects.^[@bib20],[@bib22],[@bib23],[@bib24]^ The spreadsheet can also be used to indicate duplicate genomic sequences found using different search criteria, as mentioned above. The output list of off-target sites allows a user to compare the number and score of off-target sites for the input target sites.

COSMID\'s primer design function is used to assay for off-target cleavage after cells or animals are treated with CRISPR guide strands and nuclease. Primers are designed that fit the criteria needed for the particular assay or sequencing platform using an automated primer pair design process, not found in other CRISPR programs. The algorithm was developed for the zinc finger nucleases and TAL effector nucleases off-target search program PROGNOS and found to give a single specific band in \~93% of amplifications.^[@bib47]^ The automated primer design alleviates the need for the iterative steps of primer design and verification of the resulting fragment sizes, that slow primer design, especially for mutation detection assays where the cleavage product sizes determine how easily the cleavage bands can be distinguished on gels. The recommended parameters for use in Surveyor assays resolved on 2% agarose gels are: Minimum Distance Between Cleavage Bands---100 bp, Minimum Separation Between Uncleaved and Cleaved Products---150 bp. Users can also input the number of bases the cleavage site must be from each amplicon\'s edge to ensure sequencing coverage depending on the different sequencing platforms. For single molecule, real-time (SMRT) sequencing, the recommended parameters are: Minimum Distance Between Cleavage Bands---0, Minimum Separation Between Uncleaved and Cleaved Products---125 bp. The output primers can be easily modified in the spreadsheet, such as to add flanking sequences for additional amplification and/or barcodes for sequencing.

*CRISPR transfection and mutation detection assays.* The on- and off-target cleavage activity of Cas9 and guide strand R-01 was measured using the mutation rates resulting from the imperfect repair of double-stranded breaks by non-homologous end joining. An amaxa Nucleofector 4D was used to transfect 200,000 K-562 cells with 1 μg px330 expressing R-01 sgRNA, following manufacturer\'s instructions. The genomic DNA was harvested after 3 days using QuickExtract DNA extraction solution (Epicentre, Madison, WI), as described.^[@bib36]^ On- and off-target loci were amplified using AccuPrime Taq DNA Polymerase High Fidelity (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) following manufacturer\'s instructions for 40 cycles (94 °C, 30 seconds; 52--60 °C, 30 seconds; 68 °C, 60 seconds) in 50 µl reactions containing 1 µl of the cell lysate, and 1 µl of each 10 µmol/l amplification primer. The T7EI mutation detection assays were performed, as per manufacturers protocol,^[@bib48]^ with the digestions separated on 2% agarose gels (**[Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**) and quantified using ImageJ (**[Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**).^[@bib36]^ This guide strand was shown to have on-target cleavage at beta-globin and off-target cleavage at delta-globin,^[@bib24]^ so a range of off-target sites were chosen, including two pairs of identical sites (OT6--OT7 and OT8--OT9) and five identical sites (OT1--OT5) to test for off-target mutations and evaluate the role of genomic context on cleavage and mutation rates. It is hoped that increased cellular data, such as provided in ENCODE for some cell lines, may prove useful in this regard.

[**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL**](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} **File S1.** COSMID HTML output for R-01, HBB-directed guide strand searching the human genome allowing 3 mismatches with no indels, 2 mismatches with one insertion or deletion. **File S2.** COSMID spreadsheet output for R-01, HBB-directed guide strand searching the human genome allowing 3 mismatches with no indels, 2 mismatches with one insertion or deletion. **File S3.** COSMID HTML output for R-30, CCR5-directed guide strand searching the human genome allowing 3 mismatches with no indels, 2 mismatches with one insertion or deletion. **File S4.** COSMID spreadsheet output for R-30, CCR5-directed guide strand searching the human genome allowing 3 mismatches with no indels, 2 mismatches with one insertion or deletion. **File S5.** COSMID spreadsheet output for use with paired CRISPR systems, such as nickases and FokI fusions. **Figure S1.** Description of the search string processing by COSMID and examples showing the search strings, and portions of the web results and spreadsheet output for a search of the human genome using guide strand R-01. **Figure S2.** Two examples of genomic sites identified using different search queries for R-30. **Figure S3.** Chromosomal locations of COSMID search results for (A) R-01 and (B) R-30 with up to three mismatches (red) or with up to two mismatches and either an insertion or a deletion (blue). **Table S1.** Genomic sequences and chromosomal positions of the off-target sites tested using the mutation detection assay in Figure 2. **Table S2.** Sequence-verified off-target sites with mismatches and 1-base insertion (Ins) or deletion (Del).
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Click here for additional data file.

![**COSMID design, search steps and characteristics**. (**a**) COSMID input consists of the guide sequence, type of PAM, allowed number of mismatches, insertions and deletions, genome of interest, and primer design parameters. (**b**) A flow chart showing the COSMID software design and the major steps in performing the search. (**c**) The search strings with insertions and deletions in the first six possible positions are shown. Alternate deletions of repeated bases are synonymous. (**d**) COSMID output in HMTL showing the genomic sites matching the user-supplied criteria in comparison to guide strand R-01 with chromosomal location. Scoring of the mismatches is provided for ranking, as are PCR primers and reference sequence. The right primers, *in silico* link, amplicon, and digest sizes are provided in the output, but not shown here. Links are provided to each location in the UCSC genome browser, and to the output file as a spreadsheet for further manipulation and primer ordering. (**e**) Run times were measured for COSMID using variations of guide strands R-01 and R-30, with and without a 5′G, using standard (NGG) or relaxed PAM (NRG). All runs included sites matching the guide strand with three or less mismatches without indels. More matching loci "hits" were identified by allowing single-base insertions or deletions together with ≤2 base mismatches. Allowing primer design increased the run times in proportion to the number of hits.](mtna201464f1){#fig1}

![**Comparison of COSMID with other available tools in predicting off-target sites for guide strand R-01**. (**a**) On- and off-target cleavage rates for guide strand R-01. Marked differences are seen in the cleavage rates at off-target sites with identical sequences, but different chromosomal locations, such as OT8 and OT9 (purple), OT6 and OT7 (green stripes), and OT1--OT5 (blue). The R-01 on-target indel rate is shown to the right (red pattern). (**b--d**) Comparison of COSMID with other available tools in predicting off-target sites for guide strand R-01. (**b**) Comparison of RO1 off-target sites that contain two mismatches. The cleavage rates at R-01 on-target site and off-target sites OT1--OT10 are listed by decreasing T7EI activity. OT3 and OT9 had activities below T7E1 detection limit. Sites with matching sequences (outside first base) have their names in bold with colors matching that shown in **a**. Annotated genes corresponding to the sites are listed. Off-target analysis was performed with different online search tools. If the genomic sites with measurable T7E1 activity (shown in **a**) were identified by a specific tool (such as Cas OFFinder), their rankings in its output (if sortable) are shown. Sites not in the output of that tool are indicated by a dash in a grey box. (**c**) Comparison of search results for off-target sites that contain deletions or insertions, in which sequence-verified off-target sites with insertions or deletions, which can also be modeled as loci with four mismatches or alternate PAM considered. (**d**) The sequence-verified off-target sites with insertions or deletions that cannot be modeled as four mismatches or alternate PAM can only be predicted by COSMID.](mtna201464f2){#fig2}

###### Comparison of search results for guide strands R-01 and R-30 with deletion or insertion permitted.

![](mtna201464t1)

###### The number of additional unique off-target loci identified for guide strands R-01 and R-30 when an insertion or deletion was allowed with ≤2 mismatches compared with the results when only searching with base mismatches.
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